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Detector Region
Si PIN diode array

Neutrino Mass

Projected 
KATRIN

limit

The three neutrino mass eigenstates versus
the lightest neutrino mass state.

KATRIN’s role
Neutrino mass of 0.35 eV will be
discovered at 5σ significance.

A null measurement will set an upper
limit at 90% confidence level

mν ≈ 0.2 eV

where m1≈m2≈m3 and mν is given by
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9 cm active diameter
148 segments, each 44.1 mm2

500 µm thick, deadlayer < 150 nm
Titanium Nitride pads contact pogo pins

Calibrations
Mounted in the detector system to separate 
Spectrometer and Source effects

Electron Gun
Copper disc illuminated with variable UV LEDs
Variable HV/electron energy
Aluminum plugs with lower work function
Measures:

Detector dead layer
Cross talk
Energy response to electrons
Absolute electron detection efficiency

Electron Gun

Pixels hit
Cross talk

90 mm diam

Detector

Gamma Source
241Am and 109Cd can be deployed to 
measure energy response to photons. 

Magnetic field guides e-

Technical Challenges
Operating in high magnetic fields and ultra-high vacuum

Magnetic Field: 3.3-6 T
Needed to constrain beam of electrons

inside vacuum tube
Inadvertent Penning traps can cause

background
Stray fields impact hardware
Warm-bore superconducting magnets, 9

month continuous operation

Ultra-high vacuum: 10-11 mBar
Penning trap background increases with pressure
Detector can only be baked to ~120° C
Need cryopumps that tolerate magnetic field
Non-Evaporable Getters (NEG) pumps H2

System must accommodate Main Spectrometer expansion
during bake-out

Fringe Fields
Electronics and Data Acquisition

Data rates
mHz for neutrino mass data
MHz for calibrations

Custom crate with zero dead-time
Waveform, Event, and Histogram
modes handle varying rates

Inter-board FPGA trigger adds
veto status to events in real-time

Custom data acquisition software
ORCA: Object-oriented Real-
time Control and Acquisition

Passive shield of lead and copper
Reduces external natural
radioactivity

Active Veto
Tag incoming muons
Plastic scintillator
Embedded wavelength-
shifting fibers
Read out with SiPM

Post acceleration can shift signal
to a higher energy

Backgrounds, Veto, and Post-
Acceleration
Detector background

Limit  to 1  mHz in the
Region of Interest (ROI)

ROI: 16-19.4 keV  or higher

HV accelerates signal e-

Prototype Detector Tests
Dummy silicon wafer

Test handling, assembly, 
Pogo-pin contacts  

“CARAC” test detectors
Do pogo-pins stress unsupported
wafer and increase leakage
current?
Are TiN contacts acceptable? 

Electron Gun
Test cooling of detector in a vacuum
Measure dead layer and cross-talk
Calibrate energy

Pogo pins compressed

detector magnet
B = 3-6 T

pinch magnet
B = 6 T

flux tube

post-acceleration
electrode

Si detector

electronics
feedthrough

ORCA User interface showing
theoretical event

Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source
and Transport System

1. WGTS has a purity of >95% T2 and produces 1010

β electrons per second with endpoint energy of 18.6
keV.

2. Electrons are guided adiabatically by magnetic
fields to the spectrometers.

Pre- and Main MAC-E Filter
Spectrometers

3.  Adjustable retarding potential filters
electrons with energy below threshold, eVthresh.
   MAC-E Filter (Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with an
   Electrostatic Filter) allows superb energy resolution of
   the Main Spectrometer:

ΔE = (Bmin/Bmax) * E = (3 G / 3 T) * 18.6 keV =  0.93 eV !

   Ultra-high vacuums (10-11 mbar) keep the
   background minimal in the spectrometers.

Detector
Region

4.  Remaining
electrons (with
E > eVthresh) are
counted by the
Focal Plane
Detector.
   Rate is reduced to
   ~1 e- /s at the
   detector.

KArlsruhe TRItium Neutrino Experiment

Steps to directly determine the electron 
neutrino mass:

Current Limits
Neutrino oscillation experiments yield a
lower limit on the heaviest neutrino mass
eigenstate,

m > √|Δm32
2| > 0.04 eV ‡

The Mainz experiment gives an upper
limit on neutrino mass,

m1, m2, and m3 <  2.3 eV §

Cosmological measurements give upper
limits on the sum of neutrino masses
(limit depends on model and data sets):

m1+m2+m3 < (0.66 - 2) eV †

‡ At 90% C.L., 1.9x10-3 < |Δm32
2| < 3.0x10-3 eV2

  Y.Ashie, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 93 (2004) 101801
§ Ch.Kraus, et al., Eur.Phys.J. C40 (2005) 447-468
† D.N.Spergel, et al., ApJS, 170, 377 (2007)

KATRIN Measurement
The end-point of the electron β
spectrum will be studied to
determine the neutrino mass.

With an end-point energy of 18.6
keV, a fraction of just 2x10-13 of
the total spectrum lies in the final
eV!

An integral
spectrum is
shown for one
year of data
taking with equal
time at each
voltage setting.

A 10 mHz
uniform
background is
assumed.

Pogo pins uncompressed


